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medical information and instill within him a
sense of responsibility, then how can we expect
him to take the precautions necessary to protect
himself and others? 

When we continue, as a community of na-
tions, to tolerate poverty and inequality and in-
justice in our midst, we don’t stand up for how
women are treated in certain countries, how
can we expect to end the disease, a pandemic
that feeds on such conditions? 

So fighting HIV/AIDS in America and
around the world will require more than just
fighting the virus. It will require a broader ef-
fort to make life more just and equitable for the
people who inhabit this Earth. And that’s a

cause to which I’ll be firmly committed so long
as I have the privilege of serving as President. 

So to all of you who have been out there in
the field, working on this issue day in, day out, I
know sometimes it’s thankless work, but the
truth is, you are representing what’s best in all
of us: our regard for one another, our willing-
ness to care for one another. I thank you for
that. I’m grateful for you. You’re going to have a
partner in me.

God bless you, and God bless the United
States of America.

NOTE: The President spoke at 6:10 p.m. in the
East Room at the White House. The related
memorandum is listed in Appendix D at the
end of this volume.

Interview With the South African Broadcasting Corporation
July 13, 2010

Terrorist Attacks in Uganda/Counterterrorism
Efforts in Africa

Q. Mr. President, you reached out yesterday
to President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda,
pledging U.S. support after the twin bombings
in Kampala.

The President. Right.
Q. Can you share some of the details of that

conversation with us?
The President. Well, I expressed, obviously,

most immediately, the condolences of the
American people for this horrific crime that had
been committed. And I told the President that
the United States was going to be fully support-
ive of a thorough investigation of what had hap-
pened.

Al-Shabaab has now taken credit, taken re-
sponsibility for this atrocity, and we are going to
redouble our efforts, working with Uganda,
working with the African Union, to make sure
that organizations like this are not able to kill
Africans with impunity.

And it was so tragic and ironic to see an ex-
plosion like this take place when people in Afri-
ca were celebrating and watching the World
Cup take place in South Africa. It—on the one
hand, you have a vision of an Africa on the

move, an Africa that is unified, an Africa that is
modernizing and creating opportunities, and on
the other hand, you’ve got a vision of Al Qaida
and al-Shabaab that is about destruction and
death. And I think it presents a pretty clear con-
trast in terms of the future that most Africans
want for themselves and their children. And we
need to make sure that we are doing everything
we can to support those who want to build, as
opposed to who want to destroy.

Counterterrorism Efforts in Somalia

Q. These attacks are very much about what is
happening in Somalia today.

The President. Yes.
Q. How does that change, if at all, the game

plan of the United States with regard to the
transitional Government that is in power there?

The President. Well, look, obviously Somalia
has gone through a generation now of war, of
conflict. The transitional Government there is
still getting its footing. But what we know is that
if al-Shabaab takes more and more control with-
in Somalia, that it is going to be exporting vio-
lence the way it just did in Uganda. And so
we’ve got to have a multinational effort. This is
not something that the United States should do
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alone, that Uganda or others should do alone,
but rather, the African Union, in its mission in
Somalia, working with the transitional Govern-
ment to try to stabilize the situation and start
putting that country on a pathway that provides
opportunity for people, as opposed to creating a
breeding ground for terrorism.

Radicalism in Africa/Africa’s Development

Q. Former U.S. Ambassador to Tanzania—
you might know him—Charles Stith has just
written a piece about radical Islam in Africa
specifically, and I’d like to quote something
from it. He says, “It became clear to me that the
dirty little secret that no one wanted to discuss
openly was political Islam’s corrosive effect and
adverse impact on development and stability on
the African Continent. It is inarguable that Is-
lam is a factor in Africa,” end quote.

In your view, are there strategies in place to
deal with this?

The President. Well, I think—look, Islam is a
great religion. It is one that has prospered side
by side with other religions within Africa. And
one of the great strengths of Africa is its diversi-
ty not only of faith, but of races and ethnicities.
But what you have seen in terms of radical Is-
lam is an approach that says that any efforts to
modernize, any efforts to provide basic human
rights, any efforts to democratize are somehow
anti-Islam. And I think that is absolutely wrong.
I think the vast majority of people of the Islamic
faith reject that. I think the people of Africa re-
ject it.

And what you’ve seen in some of the state-
ments that have been made by these terrorist
organizations is that they do not regard African
life as valuable in and of itself. They see it as a
potential place where you can carry out ideolog-
ical battles that kill innocents without regard to
long-term consequences for their short-term
tactical gains.

And that’s why it’s so important, even as we
deal with organizations like al-Shabaab militari-
ly, that, more importantly, we also are dealing
with the development agenda and building on
models of countries like South Africa that are
trying to move in the right direction, that have
successful entrepreneurs, that have democracy

and have basic human freedoms; that we high-
light those as an example whereby Africans can
seize their own destiny, and hopefully, the Unit-
ed States can be an effective partner in that.

Q. So this is linked to poverty, that’s what
you’re saying.

The President. Well, it’s not just linked to
poverty. I mean, I think there’s an ideological
component to it that also has to be rejected.
There’s—obviously, young people, if they don’t
have opportunity, are more vulnerable to these
misguided ideologies, but we also have to di-
rectly confront the fact that issues like a anti-
democratic, anti-free-speech, anti-freedom-of-
religion agenda, which is what an organization
like al-Shabaab promotes, also often goes hand
in hand with violence.

Sudan

Q. Sudan.
The President. Yes.
Q. The International Criminal Court has

added the charges of genocide to the arrest war-
rant of Sudan’s President, Umar al-Bashir.
There’s a view in Africa, certainly with the Afri-
can Union, that the pursuit of President Bashir
will be undermining or detrimental to the Doha
peace process. What’s your view?

The President. Well, my view is that the ICC
has put forward an arrest warrant. We think that
it is important for the Government of Sudan to
cooperate with the ICC. We think that it is also
important that people are held accountable for
the actions that took place in Darfur that result-
ed in, at minimum, hundreds of thousands of
lives being lost.

And so there has to be accountability, there
has to be transparency. Obviously, we are active
in trying to make sure that Sudan is stabilized,
that humanitarian aid continues to go in there,
that efforts with respect to a referendum and
the possibility of Southern Sudan gaining inde-
pendence under the agreement that was bro-
kered, that that moves forward.

So it is a balance that has to be struck. We
want to move forward in a constructive fashion
in Sudan, but we also think that there has to be
accountability, and so we are fully supportive of
the ICC.
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Q. Is peace not at risk if he were to present
himself to the ICC?

The President. Well, I think that peace is at
risk if there’s no transparency and accountabili-
ty of the actions that are taking place, whether
it’s in Sudan or anywhere else in the world.

FIFA World Cup in South Africa/Africa’s Devel-
opment

Q. The World Cup, Mr. President, you men-
tioned that. To a certain extent, I imagine,
around the world, it was overshadowed by what
happened in Uganda. But South Africa was
basking in the glory of having successfully host-
ed this World Cup. But let’s acknowledge the
skeptics, and there were a few—quite a few of
them, and they were quite loud. I wonder if you
were one of them.

The President. No, I wasn’t. I, having visited
South Africa and seen the extraordinary vitality
of the people there, having gotten to know Pres-
ident Zuma and understanding the extraordi-
nary pride that his administration expressed,
which I think was a pride that was shared by all
South Africans, I had confidence that this was
going to be a success.

Obviously, it was an—just a terrific showcase,
not just for South Africa, but for Africa as a
whole, because what it lifted up was the fact
that Africa—all the stereotypes that it suffers
under, all the false perspectives about African
capacity—that when given an opportunity, Afri-
ca is a continent full of leaders, entrepreneurs,
governments that can operate effectively. What
it—what we now have to do is build on that pos-
itive image that comes out of the World Cup.

And when I was in Ghana last year, I was very
clear on what I think the agenda has to be: Afri-
ca for Africans. That means that we can be part-
ners with Africans, but ultimately, on whether
it’s issues of eliminating corruption, ensuring
smooth transitions of democratic governments,
making sure that businesses are able to thrive
and prosper and that markets are working for
the smallest farmer and not just the most well
connected person, those are issues that Africans
can work on together.

And in terms of my orientation working to
help in Africa’s development, we want to pro-

vide resources, but we want to partner with
those who are interested in growing their own
capacity over time and not having a long-term
dependency on foreign aid.

Government Corruption in Africa/Africa’s De-
velopment

Q. You also spoke in Ghana about the need to
stop the blame game.

The President. Absolutely. Well, I—look,
the—I feel very strongly that—you talk to the
average person in Kenya, South Africa, Nigeria,
they will acknowledge a tragic history in terms
of colonialism and negative Western influences.
But I think what they’ll also acknowledge is
their biggest problem right now is the police-
man who’s shaking them down or the inability
for them to be able to get a telephone in a time-
ly fashion in their office or having to pay a bribe.
Those are the impediments to development
right now. And those are things that Africans
can solve if there is a determination and there’s
strong leadership.

And Nelson Mandela set us on a path in un-
derstanding the standards of leadership that are
needed, and I think those standards can be met.
And you’re seeing countries around the conti-
nent who are starting to meet those high stan-
dards that are so necessary to ultimately help
the people.

U.S. FIFA World Cup Bid/Popularity of Soccer
in the U.S.

Q. I want to talk about President—former
President Nelson Mandela in a second, but be-
fore that, let’s just touch on this bid, the U.S.
bid for the World Cup in 2018 or ’22. How seri-
ous are Americans about soccer? My sense is
that they’re fairly partial to it.

The President. Oh, listen, I think that you saw
a quantum leap this year because of the excel-
lence of the U.S. team. It’s absolutely true that
they call baseball the national pastime here in
the United States, that basketball is obviously a
homegrown invention, and we dominate Ameri-
can football. Those are all sports that developed
here and that the United States is obsessed
with.
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Soccer is a late entry. But what you saw with
the U.S. team was huge enthusiasm of the sort
that I haven’t seen about soccer before. And the
younger generation is much more focused on
soccer than the older generation. I mean, my
daughters, they play soccer; they paid attention
to who was doing what in the World Cup. And
so I think what you’re going to continue to see is
a growing enthusiasm, and I think people are
very serious about the World Cup being hosted
here in the United States.

President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief

Q. I want to touch on AIDS, Mr. President.
There’s been a great deal of appreciation and
good will towards——

The President. Right.
Q. ——the United States for the Global

Health Initiative——
The President. Right.
Q. ——of which PEPFAR is the cornerstone.

Some criticism, though, from AIDS groups in
South Africa that there’s a de facto decrease in
funding, even though there’s a 2.3-percent in-
crease. How do you respond to that?

The President. Yes.
Q. It’s based on inflation. Inflation in devel-

oping countries tends to be higher than it is in
the United States. It’s a 2.3-percent increase,
and they’re saying it’s a de facto decrease.

The President. Well, I have to say that we are
seeing not a decrease, but an increase in PEP-
FAR, an increase in the Global Health Initia-
tive. And I promise you when I’m fighting for
that budget here in the United States, people
don’t see it as a decrease. They see it as an in-
crease. They understand we’re putting more
money into it, and it’s the right thing to do.

What we do want to make sure of is that as
successful as PEPFAR has been, as important
as it is for us to, for example, get antiviral drugs
in there, that we’re also helping to build up ca-
pacity, consistent with what I said earlier.

So, for example, what are we doing in terms
of creating public health systems and infrastruc-
ture in a place like South Africa so that the inci-

dents of infection are reduced? We’re not just
treating the disease itself, but we’re also doing a
much better job in terms of general public
health so that fewer people are getting infected
in the first place.

I think that kind of reorientation you’re going
to start seeing in some areas. We’ll continue to
provide increases in antiviral drugs, continue to
provide millions of rand, millions of—billions of
U.S. dollars to basic assistance, but we also want
to build capacity at the same time.

Former President Nelson R. Mandela of South
Africa

Q. Final question, Mr. President. Nelson
Mandela will be 92 on Sunday. Your thoughts?

The President. Well, he looked terrific, first
of all.

Q. Didn’t he?
The President. And when I spoke to him on

the phone after the tragic loss of his grand-
daughter [great-granddaughter],* he sounded
as clear and charming as he always has been.

And he continues to be a model of leadership
not just for South Africa, but for the world. So
we celebrate him here in the United States, as
you do in South Africa. We wish him all the
best. And we are constantly reminded that his
legacy of seeing every person as important and
not making distinctions based on race or class,
but the degree to which they are people of char-
acter, that’s a good guidepost for how all of us
should operate as leaders.

And so I wish him all the best. And South Af-
rica continues, I think, to be blessed by a—not
just a national treasure, but a world treasure.

Q. Well, South Africans wish you the best.
Thank you very much. 

The President. Thank you.
Q. Very good to meet you.
The President. I enjoyed it.
Q. Thank you, sir.
The President. Thank you.

NOTE: The interview began at 3:45 p.m. in the
Diplomatic Reception Room at the White

 * White House correction.
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House. In his remarks, the President referred
to President Jacob Zuma of South Africa. The

transcript was released by the Office of the
Press Secretary on July 14. 

Letter to Congressional Leaders on Review of Title III of the Cuban Liberty
and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act of 1996
July 14, 2010

Dear ________:

Consistent with section 306(c)(2) of the Cu-
ban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIB-
ERTAD) Act of 1996 (Public Law 104–114)(the
“Act”), I hereby determine and report to the
Congress that suspension, for 6 months beyond
August 1, 2010, of the right to bring an action
under title III of the Act is necessary to the na-
tional interests of the United States and will ex-
pedite a transition to democracy in Cuba.

Sincerely,
BARACK OBAMA

NOTE: Identical letters were sent to Daniel K.
Inouye, chairman, and W. Thad Cochran, vice
chairman, Senate Committee on Appropria-
tions; John F. Kerry, chairman, and Richard G.
Lugar, ranking member, Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations; David R. Obey, chairman,
and Jerry Lewis, ranking member, House Com-
mittee on Appropriations; and Howard L. Ber-
man, chairman, and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, rank-
ing member, House Committee on Foreign Af-
fairs.

Remarks at Compact Power, Inc., in Holland, Michigan
July 15, 2010

Hello, everybody. Thank you so much. Thank
you. Everybody, please have a seat. Have a seat.

Before I get started, first of all, let me thank
your fine, young mayor. Mr. Mayor, it is won-
derful to see you, and I am partial to daughters,
as I know you are, and I hope at some point I
get a chance to meet yours. But thank you for
the great work that you’ve done.

To somebody who I think is one of the best
Governors in the country, Jennifer Granholm,
please give her another round of applause. Jen-
nifer has been relentless about bringing manu-
facturing—21st-century manufacturing—here
to Michigan. And this is just an example of the
kinds of projects she’s been working on for so
long. 

I’m very grateful for the presence of the
chairman of LG Chem, Bon Moo Koo. Thank
you very much for your presence here today, as
well as the CEO and vice chairman, Peter
Bahnsuk Kim. Thank you very much. Please
give them a big round of applause.

And I want to acknowledge your Congress-
man, Pete Hoekstra is here in the audience.
Please give him a round of applause.

Now, it is wonderful to be here in Holland,
and I am—especially to be here as Compact
Power breaks ground on this site. This is about
more than just building a new factory; it’s about
building a better future for this city, for this
State, and for this country.

Now, I want to say what everyone here in
Holland and everybody here in Michigan knows
too well, which is that these have been some
pretty tough times. A brutal recession came on
top of what was already a lost decade for the
middle class, especially for manufacturing
towns here in the Midwest. Even before this re-
cession cost so many jobs, incomes had been
flat, jobs were moving overseas, while the price
of everything from health care to college tu-
itions were skyrocketing.

It was a decade in which it seemed like the
values that built this country were turned up-
side down. Folks who were working hard and
honestly every day to meet their responsibilities
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